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Pytania za 3 punkty
1. The ice-cream was …. good …… I ordered another bowl.
A) so/now
B) so/that
C) such/that

D) such/so

E) guite/so

2. It was …….. a good restaurant …………. I’ll definitely go there again.
A) such/that
B) so/so
C) --/that

D) very/so

E) sure/-

3. It’s surprising that you are ………….. married to John!
A) here
B) no
C) still

D) never

E) ever

D) still

E) both

D) since

E) for

4. Have you two ………. met?
A)has
B) never
C) already
5. I haven’t had anything in my mouth ………… yesterday evening.
A) of
B) before
C) on
6. Look at you! Your hair needs ………..
A) to cut
B) cut

C) to be cut

D) cutting

E) to be cutting

7. Which of these words is not countable ?
A) potato
B) teabag

C) hen

D) sheep

E) bread

8. We went to the city, …………. we ?
A) aren’t
B) did

C) didn’t

D) don’t

E) do

9. When did the pain start ? It started ………... breakfast time.
A) at
B) on
C) in

D) for

E) since

10. Because of ………., he didn’t go to the party.
A) ill
B) feeling ill
C) feel ill

D) being illed

E) sick

Pytania za 4 punkty
11. Give the antonym for the underlined word: The door’s difficult to open. You have to push it hard.
A) blow
B) attack
C) force
D) pull
E) poke
12. Hurry up! You ……….. late for school.
A) are
B) will

C) are be

13. ……… I turn off the air-conditioning ? Oh yes, please.
A) Will
B) Shall
C) Do

D) will be

E) are willing be

D) Won’t

E) Did

14. Her life is …………… since she had her second child. She wasn’t like this some time ago.
A) stressfuller
B) more stressful
C) more stressed
D) stresser

E) more stressfuler

15. David isn’t ……… fluent in Spanish ….. Robert.
A) so/such
B) as/as
C) that/like

E) that/that

D) that/such

16. Wait a second. Now I ……………. ! Your name is John.
A) am remembering B) forgot
C) remembered
D) remember
17. Are you sure ? That’s very ……………… of you, thank you.
A)mean
B) selfish
C) kind
D) common
18. I’ve decided …………… a birthday party this year. We’ll only go out for a dinner.
A) to not have
B) not to have
C) haven’t had
D) of not having

E) have remembered
E) unkind
E) to don’t have

19. I really hate ……….. my room.
A) tidy
B) to be tidying
C) tidying
20. You must ……… your seat belt when driving.
A) zip up
B) do up
C) unlock
Pytania za 5 punktów
21. If he ….. told me that you’re here, I ………… visited you.
A) would/would
B) had/would
C) had/would have
22. India is a former colony of :
A) Great Britain
B) Netherlands
C) the United States
23. Ireland announced its independence in:
A) 1937
B) 1921
C) 1919
24. The owner of Facebook is:
A) Steve Jobs
B) Stephen Hawking C) Mark Zuckerberg

D) tide

E) clean

D) fasten

E) undo

D) would have/would have

E) has/would have

D) New Zealand

E) Austarlia

D) 1973

E) 1916

D) Bill Gates

E) Sheldon Cooper

It is bad to have food stuck between your teeth for long periods of time. This is because food attracts germs, germs produce
acid, and acid hurts your teeth and gums. Flossing helps to remove the food that gets stuck between your teeth. This explains
why flossing helps to keep your mouth healthy, but some doctors say that flossing can be also good for your heart. It may seem
strange that something you do for your teeth can have any effect on your heart.
Doctors have come up with a few ideas about how flossing works to keep your heart healthy. One idea is that the germs that
hurt your teeth can leave the mouth and travel into your blood. Germs that get into the blood can then attack your heart.
Another idea is based on the fact that when there are too many germs in your mouth, the body tries to fight against these
germs. For some reason, the way the body fights these mouth germs may end up weakening the heart over time.
Not every doctor agrees about these ideas. Some doctors think that the link between good flossing habits and good heart health
is only a coincidence. A coincidence is the occurrence of two or more events at one time apparently by mere chance. The
incidence of these events is completely random, as they do not admit of any reliable cause and effect relationship between
them. For example, every time I wash my car, it rains. This does not mean that when I wash my car, I somehow change the
weather. This is only a coincidence. Likewise, some doctors think that people who have bad flossing habits just happen to also
have heart problems, and people who have good flossing habits just happen to have healthy hearts.
The theory that flossing your teeth helps to keep your heart healthy might not be true. But every doctor agrees that flossing is a
great way to keep your teeth healthy. So even if flossing does not help your heart, it is sure to help your teeth. This is enough of
a reason for everyone to floss their teeth every day.
Taken from: www.englishforeveryone.org

25. Which of the following would be the best title for this passage?
A) Why Doctors Disagree about Flossing B) How to Keep Your Teeth Healthy C) Flossing Your Way to a Healthy Heart
D) Flossing by Coincidence
E) Teeth and Heart
26. Flossing effectively helps to keep your mouth healthy by preventing
A) germs from producing acid
B) food from entering your body
C) germs from entering into your blood
D) acid from contacting your teeth and gums
E) germs attacking your heart
27. In paragraph 2, the author introduces ideas about how flossing works to keep your heart healthy.
Exactly how many of these ideas does the author put forth in this paragraph?
A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4
E) none
28. Which of the following best states the main idea of the final paragraph?
A) Because doctors do not agree that flossing will help your heart, it is useless to floss.
B) It is a fact that flossing can help your heart as well as your teeth.
C) Flossing does no good for your heart.
D) Even if flossing is only good for your teeth, you should still do it every day.
E) There is no good reason to believe that flossing will help your heart, but it is still a good idea to do it every day
29. Give a synonym for theory:
A) proof
B) reality
C) disbelief
D) fact
E) approach
30. A coincidence is:
A) when you wash your car and it starts to rain
B) when two or more things appear at the same time
C) when something is similar to other things
D) when you do two or more things on purpose
E) when you wash your car and it’s not raining
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